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the regensburg lecture of benedict xvi (12 september 2006) has  

in spite – or even because − of its provocative content contributed 

decisively to the conviction: two religious communities with a universal 

truth claim, who confess the one god and together make up more 

than half of the world’s population − at a time marked by globalisation 

− are challenged as never before to talk and act with one another in 

reasonable ways, on the basis of the central doctrines and values of 

their respective faiths. the ‘open letter and call from muslim religious 

leaders’ to christian leaders, the so-called ‘letter of the 138’ (acW), 

published in amman by the ‘royal aal al-bayt institute of islamic 

thought’ on 13 october 2007, a little more than one year after the 

regensburg lecture, surely constitutes a most significant muslim 

initiative in the field of christian-muslim relations. the letter desi-

gnates the dual love commandment as the central commandment not 

only of the bible but of the Qur’an as well, and it calls for a renewal 

and intensification of muslim-christian dialogue and collaboration.  

it has evoked written responses from a great number of individual 

christian leaders, churches and groups of theologians. it has also 

generated a number of international conferences at eminent acade-

mic institutions in europe and the united states, as well as countless 

local and regional initiatives. Worthy of special mention among the 

various dialogue meetings initiated by the core group of acW are the 

dialogue with the theological faculty of yale university (24-31 July 

2008), the conversations with the archbishop of canterbury orga-

nised together with the inter-faith Programme at the university 

of cambridge (12-15 october 2008) and the first seminar of the 

catholic-muslim forum at the Pontifical council for interreligious 

 dialogue in rome (4-6 november 2008). this forum had been 

 established on 6 march 2008. 

all these initiatives and meetings – a full list of which can be found 

on www.acw.com − have been dominated on the muslim as well  

as on the christian side by european and north american voices. 



however, as the report of the ‘Pew research center: forum on religion 

and Public life’, contemporary with our conference in cadenabbia, 

tells us, proportionately more than three-quarters of the world-wide 

muslim population now lives in the asia-Pacific (62 %) and the sub-

saharan africa (15.3 %) regions. on the christian side asian christians 

in our days account for roughly 18 % and african christians for roughly 

16 % of the christian World population. thus, during the past century 

the weight within the muslim as well as the christian communities 

− numerically and otherwise − has been gradually shifting towards 

south and south-east asia as well as to sub-saharan africa. asian 

and african muslims and christians significantly influence and even 

modify the outlook of each of the communities as a whole.

 

dr Johnston mbillah in his keynote paper eloquently makes the same 

point: 

Arguably, the largest meeting of Christians and muslims takes place 

in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia and not the West and the Arab world. 

It is well known that it is in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia that one 

can notice Christians and muslims living as members of the same 

family sharing in the joys of birth and the sadness of death and 

 celebrating religious festivals together as if there were no stark 

 differences between Christianity and Islam.

Having said that, it is also in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia that the 

competitive characters of Christianity and Islam as rival missionary 

religions is felt more than anywhere else. It is in this light [...] one 

must look beyond the Euro-Arab axis of the mediterranean to the 

 largest meeting of Christians and muslims that take place in Africa 

and Asia to make more sense of Christian and muslim relations.

it therefore seemed relevant and urgent to learn how personalities 

with a long record of dialogue practice and reflection − hailing from 

asia east of iran and from sub-saharan african countries − view and 

evaluate the initiative taken by the authors of acW and the process 

of dialogue set in motion by this letter. What importance do christian 

and muslim leaders hailing from these regions attribute to this docu-

ment, and how do they evaluate the ideas and resolutions of the 

international conferences at yale, cambridge and rome dedicated  

to it? What do asian and african muslims and christians, who in their 

respective countries have been engaged for years in promoting better 
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christian-muslim relations, think about acW and the resolutions of 

the subsequent conferences? how in their view should and could the 

noble principles and ideas put forward on paper be translated into 

reality in their respective countries and regions? 

in cooperation with the konrad-adenauer-stiftung in berlin,  

muslim and christian personalities from Pakistan, india, malaysia  

and indonesia, as well as from nigeria, sudan and kenya, were 

 invited. all of them had been engaged effectively for years in their 

respective countries in promoting christian-muslim dialogical encoun-

ter, with great courage and perseverance, often in the context of 

communal disinterest, fear of the other and distrust. in addition a 

handful of similarly qualified persons from britain, the united states, 

italy and germany were invited. the small number of participants, 

about twenty altogether, was meant to favour personal encounter 

and in-depth exploration of issues after a prolonged period of prepa-

ration ahead of the actual meeting between 1st and 4th october 2009 

in seclusion in the quiet villa la collina at cadenabbia on the bank of 

lake como in northern italy.

the objective of this exchange and reflection was not another evalu-

ation and exploration of the theological and ideological bases and 

claims of acW and of the ensuing process of discussion but rather, 

first, to reflect critically from their specific vantage point about the 

results so far of the ‘open letter Process’ and to discuss the practical 

significance of the ideas, proposals and resolutions that had been 

coming up during that process with regard to the challenges that 

muslims and christians together face in their respective regions and 

countries and, second, to make out areas and problems of cultural, 

social and political life in the respective countries and regions which 

would seem to demand deepened muslim-christian dialogue and last 

but not least, to propose strategies for translating the resolutions 

of the conferences into practice, including the possible setting up of 

christian-muslim groups/bodies that would make a sustained effort 

towards shared critical reflection, mutual criticism and common 

action. in particular, we wanted to ask: What are the political mea-

nings, implications and consequences for human rights and human 

dignity; for freedom of belief and of religion; for the common good 

(bonum commune); and for living together in a pluralistic, secular 

and democratic society?
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We envisaged that all the participants in the cadenabbia workshop 

during the months previous to our meeting would have made them-

selves familiar with the texts, themes, discussions and results of  

the above-mentioned chain of international conversations that had 

taken place in the wake of the publication of acW. the website 

www.acommonword.com and an electronic dossier containing the 

relevant materials which was sent to each participant in march 2009 

turned out to be helpful in complementing the participants’ know-

ledge in this matter. 

eight participants (two from asia and two from africa for each section) 

were asked to prepare position papers on the following two topics:

 � the ‘open letter and call’ of 13 october 2007 and the  subsequent 

international dialogue meetings so far: a critical evaluation of the 

significance of the ideas, proposals and resolutions that have come 

up during that process, with regard to the challenges that muslims 

and christians together face in their respective country and region. 

 � Which problems of cultural, social and political life and thought  

of each country and region demand a renewed  effort of muslim-

christian dialogue and cooperation? ideas and initiatives needed 

on the normative, practical, political and structural level.

the texts of these papers were completed by July 2009. they were 

sent to all participants, each of whom was asked to write a comment 

of approx. 800 words on the two main groups of papers. especially 

with regard to the second group of papers the participants were asked 

to give special regard to the quest for political meanings, implications 

and consequences. most of these comments reached us in time so 

that it was possible to send them to every participant before the 

beginning of the workshop on 1st october. thus we all arrived at 

cadenabbia having had the opportunity to read the above-mentioned 

written contributions beforehand.

We trust that the engaged christian and muslim voices from asia and 

africa assembled in this volume will help in understanding and sup-

porting their common struggle for genuine justice and democratic 

values in their regions and beyond. 
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